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TRY THIS!

Escher

Sketch Red
Edward H. Carlson

The computer is a splendid toy for the

mind. Play is nature's classroom,

teaching adult and child alike about

the possible and the impossible in this

amazing universe we skate through. I

hope you will join me over the next

months in playing with the computer
and the ideas that it can model for us.

This month we sketch some in-

triguing doodles. In later columns I will

model the population explosion of cast-

aways on a desert isle, help you invent

planets in alternate solar systems, an-

alyze the concepts that underlie manage-
ment games

—

M. U.L.E. and Hammura-
bi, for example

—

relating them to
economics, and help you build many
other computer toys. Please write to me
at Creative Computing if you have ideas

you would like to contribute.

Escher and the Arabs
Among the many fascinating

drawings of Maurits Comelis Escher are

some that tile all space with interlocking

figures—angels and devils, birds and
fish, horsemen, lizards, and various gro-

tesque monsters. The figures not only fill

plane space, leaving no gaps and by rep-

etition extend to infinity, but often are re-

lated to one another by certain rotation

and reflection symmetries.
Islamic artists (forbidden to repre-

sent life forms in their art) created many
such tilings with purely geometric forms
of intricate design. Escher in his travels

studied the Arabic decorations of the

Alhambra palace in Granada, Spain (the

palace in which Isabella and Ferdinand
met with Columbus and approved his

plan to sail west to the Indies).

Grab pencil and paper and try to

sketch a simple Escher-like drawing

—

maybe a side view ofa cat standing with
all four feet showing and legs intertwin-
ing with those of another cat, upside
down and facing the other way. You find

yourself struggling to interlock the fig-

ures properly. Now load the program in

Listing 1 and draw on the screen. Auto-

Figure 1 . Escher s horscmon.

matically the figures related by sym-
metry to the one you are drawing appear
on the screen so you can detect any gaps
and overlaps immediately. Unless you
are somewhat artistic and very patient,

you may not produce a satisfactory
Escher-like interlocking drawing at all.

OK then, dream you are the archi-

tect for a Moorish sultan's harem, and
design intricate tile patterns ofhigh sym-
metry. In either case, borrow or buy a

book of Escher's work and analyze the

drawings in light of what the computer
program shows you about symmetry in

the tiling task.

Staring at the Harem Floor
The theory of tiling (tesselation)

needs only a few concepts.

An outline, called the unit cell, must
fill the plane when you lay copies of it

side by side—no gaps, no overlaps, and
all cells oriented the same way. That is,

you slide one cell (without letting it

twist) by itsown length to get a neighbor-
ing cell. Such a sliding is called a
translation.

"But" you say, "how about the

common bathroom tile of octagons and
squares—two dissimilar shapes that to-

gether tile the plane?" All such compos-
ite outlines as well as irregular outlines

like Escher's "horseman" (Figure 1 ) can
be included by adding inner structure to

the basic outlines: parallelogram,
rectangle, square, and hexagon.

The cells rarely show up in the final

drawing explicitly. To detect a cell you
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TRY THIS!

must reconstruct it by marking repeated

elements with a dot and then joining the

dots by lines. For example, dot the tip of

the front hoofofevery white horse in the

Horsemen drawing. The infinite set of

dots you get is called the lattice. Now
connect four adjacent dots and you will

see the rectangular unit cell. The cell for

a given drawing is unique in size and

shape, but not in location. If you choose

to dot the chin ofeach black warrior you

would get the same set of rectangular

cells, but displaced from the "hoof"

cells.

Added to the lattice ofcells are three

kinds of symmetry elements: rotations,

reflections, and glides. The requirement

that no overlaps or gaps be present in the

tiling of the plane can be satisfied in ex-

actly 17 combinations of cell shape and

symmetry elements. These are called the

1 7 plane space groups, and each isnamed
with a special symbol (see lines 2316

through 2348 of Listing 1). In these sym-

bols, p stands for primitive cell (having

lattice points at the corners of the cells

only) and c for centered, having also a

lattice point in the center of each cell.

The numbers stand for n-fold rotation

axes, m for mirror planes, and g for glide

planes.

N-fold axes of rotation are im-

portant in many of Escher's drawings.

Only values ofn = 2,3,4,6 are allowed by

mathematical consistency with the tiling

idea. (N = 1 means no rotations at all.)

By a "two-fold axis" we mean this: Tak-

ing an axis perpendicular to the paper,

you rotate the drawing by one halfa turn.

The whole plane of figures will rotate

into coincidence with itself.

A two-fold axis does not impose any

conditions on the cell shape, but a four-

fold axis can be present only when the

cell is a square, and then only at the cor-

ners or center of the square. Likewise, a

three-fold or six-fold axis requires the

cell be hexagonal in shape.

Look for reflection planes in

Escher's drawings. Holding a pocket

mirror perpendicular to the page and

moving it around, you may find a spot

where the reflection in the mirror exactly

matches the part ofthe drawing you see if

you remove the mirror. Ifso, draw a line

along the base ofthe mirror and you have

marked a reflection plane. Planes tiled

with oblique cells (non-rectangular par-

allelograms) cannot have reflection

planes.

You can also detect the presence of

reflection planes by just eyeballing the

drawing.A symmetric figure, such as the

front view ofa soldier standing at atten-

tion, has a reflection plane (line, really)

as the midline from head to toe. Non-

symmetric figures that occur in pairs re-

lated like the right and left hand of a

glove have a reflection plane halfway be-

tween them ifthe line joining equivalent

points (tip ofeach thumb) is perpendicu-

lar to the reflection plane. (If not, you

G.Mide planes are a

combination of reflection and

translation that have no

counterpart in everyday life.

have a glide plane.)

Glide planes are a combination of

reflection and translation that have no

counterpart in everyday life. The horse-

men drawing of Escher shows the pres-

ence of a glide plane in this way: Each

horseman is a mirror image in form (re-

lated as right glove to left glove) of one

facing the other way (of opposite color)

but is not correctly placed to be a mirror

image. In fact, each horseman is a mirror

image "glided" by a halfcell height from

the mirror position.

Escher colored his tile prints so the

viewer could distinguish each figure

from its neighbors. Ignore the colors

when saying that one figure reflects, ro-

tates, translates, or glides into another.

More about cell shapes: Symmetry

does not restrict the proportions of

Lilting 1. EMher Sketch Pod.

Carlson1 GOTO 20001 —————— ESCHER SKETCH PAD

2 REM Ml* nameiESCHER disk nameiCC

100 REM .———-—————————————————- main loop ————————————————

120 ON 6 BOSUB 410.420, 430,440.430. 460. 470.480, 490, 300, 310, 520, 330, 340. 530. =60

,370
130 BOSUB 200 'RE" "••r dr»"«

140 GOTO 120 'REM Pl°* 1°i"
t%

..........
200 REM ——————-- get dot (or scr

203 Xl-XlYl-Y
210 CHS-INKEYSi IF CHS-"" THEN 210
211 IF CH«-"Q" THEN WIDTH BOiEND

THEN 249212 IF CH«-"
220 IF CHS-"I
221 IF CH*-"M
222 IF CHS- "J" THEN
223 IF CHS-"K" THEN

REM »vi dot to tr«ll
i REM get keyboard command
i REM r**tor* tcrtm and and
iREM toggle to other draw modes

THEN Y-Y-UIF Y<-A2 THEN Y-Y*A I REM up. don't go off screen

THEN Y-Y-MlIF Y> A2 THEN Y-Y-A I REM down
X-X*B IREM left
X-X-B IREM right

i REM plot or •>•• all sym dot*

DRAW "i RETURN
" ERASE" l RETURN
"MOVE "IBOTO 200
-- print dot in 1 1

i REM toggle to other draw mod**
iREM draw mod*
iREM erase mod*
t REM move mode
cells ———————

dot on screen

X-X-ll IF X<-B2 THEN
X-X*1|IF X> B2 THEN

240 IF M<3 THEN RETURN
241 PSET<XH-W2,YH-H2> .OlPSET <X*W2, Y+H2) I60T0 200:REM erase old, move new dot

249 LOCATE 2 2 :REM move cursor to upper left

230 M-M-UlIF M>3 THEN M-l
231 IF M-l THEN E-3l PRINT
232 IF M-2 THEN E-Ol PRINT
233 IF M-3 THEN PRINT
330 REM ——————
332 PSET(XX*W2,YY+H2),E
334 X2-XX-A2 I IF XX<0 THEN X2-XX*A2
356 PSET(X2+W2,YY*H2),E
358 X3-XX-A2*ACi IF XX<0 THEN X3-X3*A
360 Y2-YY-B2 I IF YY<0 THEN Y2-YY*B2l X3-X3-2«AC
362 PSET(X3*W2,Y2*H2>,E 'REM put upp*r left

364 X4-XX+AC
366 Y2-YY-B2 I IF YY<0 THEN Y2-YV*B2l X4-X4-2»AC
-<6B PSET<X4*W2.Y2*H2> .ElRETURN iREM put upper center dot on screen

no symmetry

BOSUB SSOiRETURN iREM plot original points
two-fold axis

:REM plot original points

REM put original

l REM put left dot on screen

dot on screen

410 REM
411 XX- X lYY-
420 REM
421 XX- X lYY-

lYY-

lYY"
YY>

X lYY- Y
X*A4|YY—

Y

424 XX—

X

430 REM -

431 XX- X

435
440 REM -

441 XX- X

442 XX-
450 REM
451 XT-
452 X -
456 X -

460 REM -

461 I

462 XX- X

465 XX—

X

470 REM -

471 l

472 XX- X

478 XX— X

4B0 REM
481 l

482 XX- X*A4iYY

iGOSUB 350
iGOSUB 330: RETURN

iGOSUB 350
iGOSUB 350i RETURN

iGOSUB 350
iGOSUB SSOiRETURN

X lYT- Y BOSUB 430
X*A4iY —Y*H4i BOSUB 430
XT lY- YT l RETURN

GOSUB 420
,w—Y BOSUB 330
lYY- Y GOSUB 3SO I RETURN

GOSUB 420
,W—Y+H4I BOSUB 350
,YY- Y*H4: GOSUB SSOiRETURN

GOSUB 420
-Y+H4I BOSUB 330

iREM 2-fold rotation
reflection plane

iREM plot original points
REM reflection

glide plane
•REM plot original points
REM gl ide plane

centered cell
REM reflection plane
REM glide plane
i REM restore X.Y and return

2 reflection planes
REM two fold axis implied
iREM first reflection
i REM second reflection

reflection and glide
i REM two fold axis implied
iREM reflection
REM glide

2 glide planes
REM two fold axis implied
i REM first glide
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rectangular or oblique cells, nor the an-
gle in oblique cells. In fact, rectangular
or oblique cell could "accidentally" be
square in shape. Each cell contains an
integer number of complete figures. (A
figure often extends outside the bound-
aries of the cell. If so, there must be an
equivalent part extending into the cell

from one corresponding figure in an-
other cell.)

The Dancing Dots
The program is written in Basic on

an IBM PC. I have been careful to keep
t he program as free as possible from spe-
cial features of the IBM, and hope you
can adapt it easily toyourcomputer. Ap-
ple and Commodore machines, and
Atari and Radio Shack machines using
Microsoft Basic, can accept this pro-
gram with only a few lines changed. I

have kept the program simple. It uses the
medium resolution black and white
screen, and the I, J, K, and L keys to
move the cursor for drawing. You may
want to use color, low or high resolution,

arrow cursor keys, or other special fea-

tures ofyour own machine.
Lines 400 to 599 of the program are

its geometrical heart and can be moved
unchanged to any computer. Each of the
17 space groups is generated by a few
lines of code giving the x and y co-

ordinates of all equivalent points in a
given cell.

In lines 350 to 399, thedotsare writ-

ten on the screen for four complete cells.

One cell has its upper left lattice point in

the center of the drawing, and from this

point you move the dot that draws the

figure. For other computers, you may
need to change the pset command to a

PI 01 or use a I oca 1 1 or similar manner
of putting a dot or character on a speci-

fied part of the screen.

Lines 200 to 299 let the program
user move the dots around on the screen,

and erase dots. These lines can in prin-

ciple be moved to any other computer,
but some changes may have to be made,
such as changing the inkeyS construc-
tion of the IBM to a GET or INPUT.

For low symmetry cases, the pro-

gram is moderately fast. You can input

about five points per second. But when
you are drawing high symmetry di-

agrams in which the computer must
compute the location of up to 48 points

for each point you input, and place them
on the screen, the paceslows to about one
point per second.

Enjoy the program. May all your
figures interlock, on the screen and as

you skate through life.

486
490
491
492
496
300
501
502
504
506
510
511
517
514

521
527

523

334
575
376
540
541
542
543
550
351
552
555
560
561
362
563
363
570
572
573
575
2000
21 10
2111
21 12
2113

. 1 -i

2215

XX--
REM
XT-
X •

X .
REM
XX-

REM
xt«

REM
XT-
X —
Y «

X -
REM
XX
XX'
VY--
XX-
YY.
REM
XT-
X «-

X -

REM
YT-

X»A4lYY» Y»H4: GOSUB 730:RFTURN

X :YT- V : GOSUB 46c >

X»A4:Y --Y*H4: GOSUB 460
XT tY - YT .RETURN

X lYY- Y : GOSUB
X :YY--Y t GOSUB
Y : YY- X : GOSUB
V :YY—

X

iGOSUB

sso

350
F TURN

X

X

XT

: GOSUB
: GOSUB

500
',"0

X lYT- >

XT*L4
VTM 4 i GOSUB
XT !Y - YT

GOS1II

! RF T URN

X lYY. V
X«CO»YtSI
XISI*Y«CO
X«C0-Y»3I
X«SI*Y»C0

X

X

XT

IGOSUH

: GOSUB 750

: GOSUB 750: RETURN

: GOSUB
i GOSUB

530
530

: GOSUB
1 GOSUB

530
530

IGOSUI

:

: RF TURN

I GOSUB 560
: GOSUB 560

Y —

Y

Y - YT
REM
XT» X :YT= Y
X — XT«C0«YT«S1
Y --XT»SI-YT«C0
X - XT lY - YT
REM
VU- Y
Y "-YU
Y « YU
REM ...........
U -320 iH -200
W2-W/2 lH2"H/2:W4»w/4tH4-H/4
K -W«.85lR2-R/r:R4-R/4

:L2»L/2lL4-L/4
X -ft i Y -0
PI-3. 14159".

C -L4 :D -I 2»SlN(PI/3)
SI-SIN<PI/3) :C0--.5
M -1 IE -3 sCHS." ••

REM -.-..—----—.......... lnlt
CLSl PRINT I PR I NT: PR I NT

iREM ttrnnd gild*
cuntvrvd eel

1

I REM ridKtion
H l)1 i rjf> pi inp

iREM rfstort X,Y and return
4-fold axle

:REM plut original points
:REM half turn
REM quarter turn
iREM revril quarter turn

4-fold and reflection
:REM 4-fold a::is point*
:REM reflect
:REM restore X,Y and return

4-rold and glide
iREM 4-fold axia points
:RFM t) ] i ,ip plane

REM restore X.Y and return
3-fold axle

iREM plot original points
:REM rotate by 120 degrees

•REM rotate by -120 degrees

3-fold with reflections
tREM plot original points
:REM reflect in vertical plane
:REM restore X and return

3-fold with reflections
tREM plot original points
iRFM reflect in horizontal plane
:REM restore V and return

6-fold
tREM plot original points
:RFM rotate by 60 degrees

tREM restore X.Y and return
6-fold with reflections

tREM plot original points
tREM reflect

RETURN :F,EM restore Y and return
ariables and arrays ...........................

REM screen width And height
REM half screen sizes
REM oblique cell size
:RFM eel 1 n:r
REM start drawing in renter of screen

iREM triangular cell positions
REM sin and cos of 120 degrees
tREM i m t i al 1 y -draw mode

2226
2228

.' '14

2316
2718
2320

2724
2726
2728
2330
2732

2336

3 ''14

2746

2761

2372

279m

9998
9999

PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT '

PRINT"
PR I NT

"

PRINT"

ESCHER St ETCH PAD"
PRESS CAPS LOCI ":

CHOOSE SYMMETRY FROM MENU":
I, J, K, M IEYS TO MnVE DOT

REM clear screen
PRINTtPRINT

F F, I NT
PRINT
PRINT

SPACE BAR TO TOGGLE FROM DRAW TO NO DRAW MODE":PRINT
PRESS 1EV TO 0UIT"t PRINTiPRINT
(PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE)"! PRINT

CHS-IN1 EYS: IF CHS."" THEN 2235
REM =«............—...« user tnltal input ................
CLS:PRINTiPRINT:PRINT : REM clear screen
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PR I NT
I I INT
PRINT
FLINT
PRINT
PRINT

I

PICK THE SYMMETRY": PR I NT
OBLIQUE
OBLIQUE 2-FOLD AXIS
RECTANGULAR REFLECTION PLANE
RECTANGULAR GLIDE PLANE
RECTANGULAR CENTERED t. 2 PLANES
RECTANGULAR TWO REFLECTION PLANES
RECTANGULAR REFLECTION AND GLIDE
RECTANGULAR TWO GLIDE F-LANES

pl
p211
Plfll
pigi
del
p2mm
p2mg
p2gg

RECTANGULAR CENTERED TWO REFLECTION c 2mm
4-FOLD AXIS
REFLECTION PLANES
REFLECTION AND GLIDE

u D AXIS
ON PLANES

REFI FCTION PLANES
6-FOLD AXIS
6-FOLD AND REFLECTIONS

p4
p4mm
p4gm
P"
p7ml
p71m
p6
p6ism

SOUARE
SOUARE
KDIIARF
HEXAGONAL
HE X AGONAL
HEXAGONAL
HEXAGONAL
HEXAGONAL

%- INI 1 Y»: IF YS-"" THFN
G-ASCLYS) -4B:G-G«7» (G •!
A2=R2l B2-H2i A-Ri B-Ht AC-Ot A4.R4

THEN AC
IF G-l'i OR G=I1 OR G-12 THEN A2^l , LtB-L tAC-O
'F G 12 THEN A2»L2:B2-D t A-Li B=D«2l AC-1.4
SCREEN 2,OlCLSlWIDTH 4.' REM medium res. color screen, clear
G0Tn :FifM begin drawing
REM Other computers! use GCT and PLOT fnr INI FY and PS! T
RFM Not direct substitutions—see reference manual

: REM user males choice
:RFM rhange input to number
REM rectangular cell*

t REM ob 1 i que
: REM ^Qt-tttrw

: l-FM t r i angul »r
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Nonperiodic Tiling
Kirk T. McDonald

Joseph Henry Laboratories, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
(January 27, 2024)

The article “Escher Sketch” [1] considered only periodic tilings of a plane with a single
type of tile.1 Already in 1976, Penrose had demonstrated nonperiodic tilings, based on 2
different tiles [2, 3, 4]. Recently, nonperiodic tilings with only a single (14-sided) tile have
been demonstrated [5, 6].
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1Of course, each tile can be partitioned into many subtiles. Several of the illustrations of the 17 basic
types of periodic tilings in [1] were shown with 2 subtiles.
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